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Abstract 

The Crucible, by Arthur Miller, explores several complex and trans-historic 

topics, many of which relate to the playwright's experiences during the McCarthy era. 

Miller asks his audience to value independent and personal truths, which he defines as 

more morally right and good than social truths. This is because, in the playwright's 

mind, social truths are often manipulated and exploited to gain a desired personal result 

regardless of how they affect other's lives. In order to illuminate this point, he repeatedly 

plays with the concepts of truth and lies, confession and accusation, as well as public and 

private knowledge. Although Miller represents each as opposites, they are not 

necessarily contradictory, nor are they fixed absolutes. I will argue that truth cannot be 

an absolute concept and that the society and its individual members must somehow 

reconcile the fact that they are linked, one with the other. Communal and individual 

definitions of concepts such as truth and lies, good and bad, public and private, and 

controversial acts, such as confession and accusation, are not necessarily binary 

opposites. To classify them as such is to underestimate the role that they play in The 

Crucible. 



1 

Introduction and Overview 

As many critics have noted, Arthur Miller's drama, The Crucible, was written as a 

reaction to his personal experiences with the McCarthy hearings. 1 In the 1950s Miller 

was accused by a United States Senator of being a communist spy. This allegation came 

during the era of McCarthyism, a time of great unrest not unlike that of Salem's in 1692. 

In both historical instances, people were charged with committing "crimes" without any 

solid evidence to support the accusations. In the 1950s, the Unites States was involved 

the Cold War, a war in which there was no physical battle on American soil.2 Many U.S. 

citizens experienced this war as a war of words: threats, accusations, and sometimes 

confessions, each of which added to the drama, fear, and speculation of the Cold War. 

settings Salem, 1692 and America, 1956 were subjected to a 

sort of crucible, a test or trial. In his chapter titled "The Importance of the Work," James 

J. a as more just a test or trial he 

a container can resist great heat and is for ores; 

most end product that comes out of the is a purer high-

grade steel. As directly warns Proctor, is my to 

this. We bum a it down all concealment.' ( 13) 

1 Sources which address Miller's purpose behind writing this play include: Earl Latham's 
" J. Martine's The Crucible Politics, Property, and 

Pretense, and Miller Burdick's "History and Other Spectres in Arthur Miller's The 
Crucible." that 
century beginnings to the McCarthy era of the 1950s. What allows this play to transcend 

~ ~ 
2 Although many historians argue that the Cold War was fought 

was no 
American soil. 



Miller would find this definition ironic, as in his play he depicts how the court system 

and Salem's theocracy serve only to convolute and blur truth, instead of strengthening 

2 

and enhancing it. Those challenged people's moral characters and Miller's mind 

classified them as either tragic heroes or villains. This is not to say that Miller equates 

himself with protagonist sense they are both and good as 

society ,.,"",r1
""'""'' these terms. the parallels lie choice to stay true to 

themselves. conformity to appease authoritative to 

,..,,.,. ... ,,,.,..T~;-.. .... .,, r1~t"!'I"•~""'"'"''"''""" them communities. 

as "'" ...... '""""'I" .... "...,."""' 

says is true. 

bum a hot not 

can assume 

stems 

along 

State 

essayist, 



inaccuracy of statements, and abuse of his critics. Senator McCarthy became, ''an 

oppressive weight and pain to tens of thousands in government, politics, and the 

3 

professions specifically ... In America and abroad became a symbol of mortal danger to 

having affiliations with possible , .. l"\:.,,............,,,, ........ C'i"C! and this ...., ..... ,, .... u ............... ,~.., .... 

left-wing is an A'V•:lf"n·r. 1"" manipulation that can occur when an 

individual believes SOffiething 80 okc•nh~i'.:»I:,, that Will do o-n'l!:rH•,•tnr'< to 

a 

justifiable 

when ae~~Iaresit~k.,r-.•·•d~h u~n~""' 

In The Crucible, 

common 

or .......... J,. ..... ..., .. ~ ............ JL,..., 

induce 1n1"P1"M•Arcu ... nt.:11 • 

methods. 

ona to 

are 

theoretically 

atone 
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works. Perhaps such concepts are trans-historic and not bound by nation or identity. 

an author is afforded the opportunity to write about that with which his or her 

counterpart, the ... a<'.lrt<:tt" (in case the audience), can relate . 

his 

individually 

..,...,,L .. -~,.,1-' .. of truth, defining it as moral, private, and 

is 

or 

is not a more 

it cannot 

is 

not a one or 



experiences. Furthermore an individual's perceptions stem from society and his or her 

""v 11""'''"r·•i:>n ... .,,.eo with others. Thus truth is not a morally correct concept either, each 

individual's definitions of the terms .u ..... _, ... ..., .... correct, and truth differ. 

While Miller attempts to his characters as good or bad, this systematic 

1"\1!"£"T"'',...,.-,.~"l'fet1t'Ct and antagonists are not as chi"i-a't"ant' as classification is inadequate. 

presents them to be. This is due to even those individuals own 

5 

interests at something outside must 

on 

the individual, who Miller n'l!"'°'C!&:>ni'CI as a good nr.r-,.f-.".ll"l"A.TUC'T 

..,...,,.., .......... , reores~mti::~a by as bad antagc~msts 

oe11ters separate from 

protagonists lrn•''>('l.X71&:>cl!iTP above to 

l"P.11-:ln.r•;;:i; on 

and ---""""h'" as binary opposites, a more ,.,..,.11.,,..."'""'v and politically ..,"'"' .................... i;;;;,., ...... iw.. rei::lu:mtg is 

play. 

of 

way for 

a close reading, one not 
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conclusions. In his book entitled OfGrammatology, Derrida writes, "The writer writes in 

a language in a logic whose proper systems, laws, and life his discourse by definition 

cannot dominate absolutely ... And the reading must always aim at a certain relationship, 

by the between what commands and what he not command 

of the patterns language that uses" (158). What means is to ona 

as upon any author's 

given presentations of "'""'11-t-n-.n ""'"' .. '"""'""""'·'-'·metaphorically or r."t"t'•P11'1,'lrtc:•p is L.l..l.>Jl.4..l..L.l.""'"'"'u.1-. 

is not to 

Instead, it .. .,,.,..,,...~.,...r1"' 

public 

here 

enter 

.. .,,...,.,..t::un binary opposites. 

which could 

separate 

as an 

as his or 

own path 

lies, 

as 

or an 
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higher truth, he also clearly reveals this less biased truth to be influenced by the 

community. As the playwright depicts in his work, no individual can completely separate 

themselves from their surrounding culture. In fact, society actually constructs 

individuals' personalities, creates their values and beliefs, and generates their views of 

the world. Interestingly tragically in Miller's play, individuals inevitably grow 

individuality will always rely on 

one's constructs 

established norms. This 

concept that is not 

truest. 

as 

subject to out 

it is 

necessary to overthrow the 

the (79). 

writing and of a 

-:l"tt-.P11"Yl·n-i-c to 

same is true 

their own ~nritfl<T1rl1n'11 I 



experiences, but in order for a thoughtful interpretation to develop, the audience must 

consider problematical elements which add to the work's importance. Again, a purely 

8 

communal interpretation is challenged by the practice of viewing play. The audience 

"reads" the play as individuals, as a social group, and in response to concepts of right and 

wrong that Miller suggests they will agree to be "true." 

While each party plays a significant role the life of the work, and the meanings 

they find in it are certainly valid, once again a problem exists which is often overlooked 

and which has great bearing on the presentation and internalization Miller's play. 

What is overlooked is the nature of the itself. a play, this 

Crucible Politics, 

Property, and Pretense, "A play is most often written by one nA
1
'"

0
"''" but the theatre is by 

more seen than read. James J. Martine in his book, 

nature a art .. [Miller's] plays be subject nA'•~tn,rm,anc•A to the 

talents set 

Miller's to viewer 

he With so many 

role Miller, 

plays in work he 

play, Arthur dependency exists between 

truth and 

on structures to facilitate these structures are founded on ideals 

enforced by laws that are political, judicial, and Miller suggests 



truth is based upon the individual's opinion of what is good and bad. Troublesome are 

the concepts that truth is defined differently by individuals and their communities, and 

also that individual truths are formed in relation to communal meanings. This is due to 

the reality that while each person's definition of morality is different, their ethics are 

colored by rules and structure of a society that was established 

dependency which any society and its individuals 

creates a cyclical ""rc't-"" .. ~ where ideas are 

cmnp1ex:nv drama, Crucible. 

Miller sees a ..... .-... "'~ ..... ¥"'~ 

no room for 

both the 

lS 

9 

to 
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the sacrifice they must make, they can attempt to uphold what they think is a personally 

forged and more morally correct truth. However, in the end the only way to 

bring truth to- light, conclude witch 

because ironH~au:v 

to 

The 

1692. 

upon the 

and exe~cut:ions~ is by 

to 

play, 

cornmurnu one. I 

'""'"1·r~n-'-~ aeross a point, 

amusement. 

more correct or moral 

of 

is 



H 

Setting the Stage 

In this chapter I will discuss in this play, institutionalized practices form 

personal attitudes. Miller uses his The Crucible, to set the stage for """'''"'"'-'''-""'-.,...._T 

criticisms of powerful authoritative based upon his with them. He 

is emphasizing the danger that 

philosophies, a danger 

condemn an individual's pursuit 

Crucible," 

obligation 

public netn:ra.m:v 

cor1te11t1o•n that people are 

to convert 

see to with 

society's rigid oe11ters 

authoritative and collective...,.,.."'"'""' .. '-' ignore or 

in his and 

to escape 

of 

cannot 

not 

as .. ,u "~'"""" 

epidemics, etc 3). Jean-



Marie Bonnet points out her essay, ''Society vs. the Individual in Arthur Miller's The 

Crucible": 

individuals must be purged separately so that the community as a whole may be 

12 

preserved ... Discipline and c..n..::-rh,i::>n"•"" were the primary rules ... 

rigid society of course that any form of individuality 

an adamantly 

considered 

subversive and dangerous .. we see how a society, because of its tight unity, 

may be subject to ruin as soon as a breach occurs its defenses. (32-33) 

youthfulness of creates a .,..,., ...... iur:;.. 

TC!>l"•11CJ,;>C' on new 

town's focus on .... ,,, .. """''•TII-

'll'OCIU_U-,onCll' conflicts are 

a clear parallel hPi"'l.XTf'•Pn sevren1reeJfltn t"'P"f'lfil-1'"\l 

century. 

Early in play Miller 

fictionalized account, 

Kee~mrtg the corJn.m1um1tv tC•Qetner 

and stable. 

name as 

contemporary ones, 

and 

to supply 

is drawing 

his 

town 

it. Salem was governed a combination 
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of state and religious power whose function was to keep the community together, and to 

prevent any kind of disunity" (38). 

system which utilizes and empn.as1:zes 

identifies Salem's theocracy as a troublesome 

plays with this concept 

communal 

and any ............ ...,..., .... ,., ... ..., .... ,,. 

upon the practice 

While 

practices of exclusion and 

~rir1n·nn. that 

... 'l>l""''"v·'""' reason 

to this society's CJU.f"''l.rt'tr~l 

''1"''":u,;;i•ct as a 

t>rt:>h:l!t)ltJcOn as a means Of cn:1.f"'•u"1."1 "'-1 

or 

downfall. 

values 

so. Cheever 

matter 

he 
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follows through with their demands subsequently reinforces the theocracy's 

preexisting notions about witches and The Bible. 

Throughout the play, Miller's authoritative figures use the method of exclusion 

and prohibition. exploitation is further by 

individual's group of girls and their 

successful accusations, is 

they point 

Here 

over 

a to 

individual's goodness. 

out 

has helped 

on 

(4). 

to n:l1c;;1t1·n1;;1t 

c1t1:ze11s are most 

code. 

take 

it 

as play to a 



conclusion and men and women who are not witches are hanged for this crime. The only 

way for the innocent to escape death, and the wrath of Salem's authorities, is to 

Evidently they are challenged by their community and influenced the constraints of 

the theocracy which 

individuals. 

its own moral goodness lives "good" 

To further complicate matter·s, two factions already ..., ..... ..,., .... , ..... even before 

the village is made 

up of tarnrrers 

this "' H «O.•-~~-

town is 

Miller's cmtrac~ter 

Christian moral -u!:u·nf"I;!. estaOJt1sr1ea in 

through 

a group 

Coreys are individuals .... "l'.rfi.c..t::Jc. oe!lreis 

state. 

fashionable , ... ..-.1 """.., ... v 

says, 

1m.mcteu upon a set of 

values are 

,., .... ,,. ....... r ...... of new 

and 
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that is necessary for some characters to develop and evolve in a dynamic way. However, 

each faction is no-ta separate entity. They are alike due to-

faction are socially influenced and taught. More to 

and protagonists who 

In 

politics. 

he 

play, 

depicts 

point, individuals from each 

What cht·toP1"<:>~1'-H.1''t"~l>O the two 

personal gain 

equate morality and 

to whip men 
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in what Miller presents to be an immoral fashion. This example shows that when politics 

and morality are equated individuals like Putnam are given the opportunity to take 

personal advantage. Thus the socially religious moral values Salem's officials claim are 

the foundation of a religious theocracy are demeaned. 

Evident in Salem's treatment of politics and morality, characters are further 

prompted to conform and are provided with even fewer opportunities to escape from their 

surrounding culture. In the introduction to his anthology, Twentieth Century 

Interpretations of The Crucible, John cites an excerpt from Miller's 

Collected Plays: 

There was a new religiosity in air ... an official .. a kind of interior 

monthly ... I saw accepted notion that c011sc1er1ce was no longer a 

matter ._,....,,,,,.'IW,,.,,.11.,..., ,.,.r.1""'"''"""""'"'"" to men and 

thanking men for opportunity of so. (6) 

and.,....,...,,...,...,,.,, 

Morality, according to Miller, is defined on an individual basis and is 1 '"1""·""-r-.. -.·~ 0r1 

by IJ"""·"'"-''•.., "' 1"1<;11"~01!"1"'"' ... with a common .... ...,._ .. v ................ ""'"''- of goodness. 

However, do not morality oec:am;e 

1·{111r1"h;P1!"1'1nr1>1·"" by valuing its 

their 

The Bible 
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Therefore morality is valued, at least by Salem's magistrates, as a cultural and fixed 

product. Similarly, it is assumed that politics is structured around a given ~roup' s 

common, set goals. Yet each political institution is made up of individual members who 

bring their own morals, values, and interpretations to table. Thus politics is not 

strictly formed by but by individual people who constitute the group. 

Miller's attempt to navigate moral and political issues by ..,.u ... ,_,...,, ..... as 

.. ,.. ... "'.~ .......... ..,_,as a 

play, sets 

1'1"1'!"'.lT.P•rf a """'-'".&.JL'-...._ 

meanings to 

is subject to 

society 

not 

fJ'VA ... ., .. ...., ....... task set before 

events 

Miller the 1950s, naming 

own 

own 

to 

work 

must 
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by different viewers. Roland Barthes discusses this point when he writes, "the Author is 

thought to nourish book, which is to say that he exists before it, thinks, suffers, lives 

for it .. never more 

deferred" (78). At the same 

more 

understood to be communally 

any 

the 1''\"t"P·-'3V"cf<:'T't1"HT -"''l~l·h-. ... .:1' 

........... ,., ........ ..,the book ... an imitation that is lost, infinitely 

seems to 

me:arnmgrm interpretation of the play is quickly 

as 

"self," 

is because of 

"""'"""""'rt from 

.... U.JJLLJlVJlU..L. etc. 

is ultimately 

a sense of 

events such as 

4) 

IS 

beliefs, L..LL.._, .... ~L~, ethics, 
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and personalities are shaped from, and defined by, the society surrounding them, making 

them "common," instead of varied. On the other hand, a democracy is thought to value 

freedom independence. However, even in a democratic state it is expected that 

individuals have knowledge of their culture's norms and that 

taught. 

law. 

public 

the opposite, 

a 

attempts to distinguish 

are ............. _,.., . .,,,. 

place no such 

norms 

than 

one 

it 5"'Al'fll"'i"IAC' 

go to a ...,..,,__,L....,.., ... 



Protagonists and Antagonists 

Although Miller prizes his individual heroes for their tenacious dedication to 

private truth and justice, I will argue that all of his characters, protagonists and 

21 

............... ,...,,,_, ... ..,,"'"'-' included, are motivated the community to act in self involved, egotistical 

ways. Miller's vehemence is evident as criticizes the use of laws 

antagonists, classifying them as 

.. atfl'f"A.11".(>,0rf by 

see 

unscrupulous 1nun v1amus. 

and 

him 

In other words, ..., .......... _._ .... ,.,.,..,,l._, who 

".lli-1'•"-rYll 1""'1' to 

of identifying 

to 

He has cre:ate~a protagonists and 

characters or bad ones . 

cut distinctions nerwef>:n ,,.,f'\,,. ......... -r.,"" ... "' and 

as 

accuse 

control over 

who 

HA'\Jl.Tl-">'UP't" a 

t;in1·1J1n-,ri.n 11 C!'f'Q instead 

The 

.. to permit the ,,,._ .. U . .L!J""'""J'""" 
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and evil" (84). Despite Miller's presentation of his characters as good protagonists and 

bad antagonists at odds with each they are all, on some level, individuals with 

desires independent from each working to attain something themselves. 

of them must decide ""'141
-""''f"""'""" to ""~"'~-:· .... ..., .. -""' .. -"..," .... ..,with the community ,,,._.,..,,..,.rl them or be 

Those characters that 

and use lies to their advantage. 

._. .. ,.ir ... .,,.,. describes as antagonists identify social truths 

are motivated by for ,,...""1~00-n".l 1 

are prompted to act out '-'"" 1 'r-1 " .... ,..,,,.,ti" they quickly irli:>fiT~-.--u community 

on fftCl"~Nil'"l'f" to 

against 

on 

liked by 

over 

some good respect is 

several reasons. 

'"n ·..:nt-•"" to obtain 

uu ....... ....,_ a place 

title 

,. .... '11,..,..£,,t"",..,, (Miller 9). 

to 

public comes to 

openly ._..,_ .... _ . ._"""., ..................... , ....... ,__, 

for 

't"nf'.l'~"""''•'nir vote and 

the 

Lastly, 



and congregation prompts him to use his job, one where he is commissioned to find 

God's will, to propagate the townspeople's need of him and thus better his status amongst 

his flock. Parris explains to John Proctor what he desires when he says, "I want a mark 

of confidence, is all! I am your third preacher in seven years ... You people seem not to 

comprehend that a minister is the Lord's man in parish; a minister is not to be so 

centered, and materialistic by nature. In doing so implies as a 

"'""'""<Hirt not Y\'i"f't.mir'\TP. 

immoral. 

taught by 

her that, as always, 

woman a 

saw 

dumb beast over that 

as a 

Salemite. essence, 

rest 

for disliking his status 

other 

attempting to better it 

.,.,,n,c«•"f'~r .. n should 

man, does not mean that the 

... ,,.+<,.,....,,.., .. are not more nnd-lhnh 

a 

I came on 

status 

not 

sense 

a model 

uses lies as a form camouflage which UL..:l~U.L.:>"-'..:l 

warned 

Asa 

own 
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flaws, highlights others' indiscretions, and temporarily elevates her status the town. 

confessing, Reverend Hale says to Tituba, "You are God's instrument put our 

hands to discover the Devil's agent among us. You are selected, Tituba, you are chosen 

to help us cleanse our village" (Miller 44 ). Here Tituba cannot help but feel accepted for 

doing what the theocratic magistrates 

equated with the respectable, 

scrutinizing eye moves off of her as 

is God's work. In this moment, 

Christians of Salem. Therefore, the 

as possible, focusing on 

flaws, which are subjected to mass ""...,,_ .... .,,, .... by the majority of 

citizens. along past ext,enenc:esq shown that 

is 

is an easy 

scaloe:goalt~ so to spare na1
•.:<t:>llT TIT-rrl ... a.· .. ._,..._,._~U.LJCjO.,>J' condemnation, ridicule, to save her 

own life, publicly confesses crime with 

was Despite the gravity has helped to create rh-r . .-..11 ''r" her 

selfish actions, 

that 

society's ATT·1r>1<::>1v 

hAT"n".l<.1 vn1rno,~ lS ,......,,., .. ,.,,"1""""•1 '7'c•rt as "vindictive." Miller Finally 

Putnam, "felt that 

that 

own name and his family had 

village" (Miller 12). fact """""'"'Tr>'t-•,-,,,.... allows to rub the elite, 

combined with bruised ego, is a for disaster. has the means to go 

does not hesitate to do so. more 

despicable is the use of his ""'"'_..;;;.,, ..• "''"' ... to buy 

available land. ....'-' ........... ..-u. Parris, 

antagonists, is acting away to his personal '\XT1 1.:'hF•c 



enough, and has been afforded insight into the workings of Salem's authorities, to 

recognize the path that witchcraft will carve. He takes advantage of this because he 

suffers from an over inflated ego and an overwhelming desire that is not unlike Parris' 

wish for acceptance. 

25 

These antagonists use lies and the public's opinion of witchcraft to meet their own 

individual desires which the community accepts and promotes. While it is true that their 

deeds are despicable, at the same time reasons for acting so ruthlessly are logical 

and characteristically human. They do not recognize truth as anything than what 

society dictates they should. actions are at the same time communally dictated and 

are blinded by hunts 

unscathed while achieving 

...,,., ........... u ......... even if they are only temporary. 

the to set his ...-.11"r'"1"".l•">''°""'~C'i°C'' NoO<On-...-.1hr.r'i::< 

are ".H1£'111a1 ... r"O has amn,..,,1rh·u 

they are a few even have 

that no 

one individual can be solely good or evil. This is particularly evident in John Proctor . 

....... ,.. ..... 1",., .. is as, "A not only against the fashion of 

the time, but ,..,,,...,,. ..... ,"-t- his own vision u...,.., . .., ... .lc .. conduct ... Proctor, respected and even 

come to a kind of fraud" (Miller 18). this 

example both 

wicked deed is subjected to more crucial scrutiny by himself and his family, than the 



church. He is presented by the author as "his own harshest critic" (Miller 18) and he is 

aware of his sins and more demanding of penance for them than the church is. 

To begin, Proctor feels condemnation from an exterior structure, the theocratic 

religion's foundation and its definition of adultery as a sin. Society's pressure clearly 

weighs on his mind when hesitates to tell the court of his affair. Miller's stage 

directions set the mood for John's confession when, "trembling, his life collapsing all 

about him" states, ''I have known her, sir. I have known (Miller 105). has 

been taught by his religion that adultery is a sin and it is evident his hesitation to 

sin that 

26 

Additionally, Proctor feels an interior n1"ti'."C'C'll11*P his own individual understanding of the 

both of and John says, "My honesty is 

broke, Elizabeth; I am no good (Miller 130). John 

cannot 

transgressions. 

as 

that as a separate 

divided his , ...... ,....~ ... a,--.rann-ni:r 

cannot 

his 

taught him about 

on 

...., .... , ...... ...., .. .:> ....... as more weighty 

community, Proctor's "own 

to 

church, he has 

,,..,.,,,. ... ,,.&-. ......... ,....,.¥.,, ... Jl.JLJL .... ..O.A.u .... ;;;..."" and Oatms1ms. ....,..,,..., ........ '"'·"-'""'-'himself 

church's as a and is has learned by 



teachings. Therefore, everything that Proctor attempts to identify as personal and 

individual is actually related in some way to the public community. 

27 

Evident later in the play, Proctor's attempt at private penance is overwhelmed and 

misconstrued by Salem's need for public retribution. Despite the value Proctor finds in 

his own judgments and punishments, the social realm ultimately suppresses his individual 

interpretations of the theocracy's beliefs. Miller sets up as a "good" 

protagonist, Proctor understands that part of him that is bad. does not count nmr1sen 

In juxtaposition to Reverend 

goodness and its preservation [with] 

ina signs 

and his family and in 

as egtm:suc•atn 

is good about 

weighted with authority .. 

.. a 

as 

nature; 

are 

lS 

nr.r-..nir>'3.<C'<-' at same time, 

lumped Miller's antagonists. 



Paradoxically, later in the play Hale comes to value Proctor's opinions about the 

existence of witchcraft and the Devil Salem and this implies a protagonistic quality 

about his character. As an authority in Salem, feels weight of his power, 

......... L ........... ,._ .. ..,,.,,,, and responsibility over the people that he guides. Like Proctor, Hale 

eventually recognizes error of his ways, evident he motivated to "quit 

that the methods 

...,.....,....,,_,.,,, .. ,.,,, (Miller 115). 

have brought about hysteria and malctniess 

own opinion is 

....,, ....... ...,,. ... ,._ are illogical. 

an 

course 

Salem to try to save a 

nature. 

<::1n'thru~~TU:>C.' and at 

Christian act. Despite his dynamic l'h~u·~'""l"PlFl'7'.:l1"1r..n 

come to 

sudden 

.,.,ll,•11"~1',rl Hale 

are 

returns to 

so are 

some of it 

own .. .I have 

is a 

ability to see the 
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underneath all of the lies, Hale really returns to Salem to shrive himself just as much as 

is there to save others' lives. This fact makes him just as involved as the other 

characters in this play. 

Lastly, Giles Corey is described as, "withal a deeply innocent and brave 

man ... who did not give a hoot for public opinion" but, "No man has ever been blamed 

so was a crank and a _..,_ ...... ,"_,...,., _ _._...,..., .. the most comical hero in history" 

Corey points out his '"...,''""'"""-n''"" 

and he was annoying, 

same 

Giles' 

private concerns ..,...,,.,._,..._"""""' ..,.tt,::.. ............. -t.,. to nrt-..-rPoi'1· 

court leads to 

seems unaware 

means to 

hang us 

to reconcile 

Corey 

good 

eyes Danforth, may 
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realized earlier how out of control the accusations were becoming. While Miller attempts 

to make Giles appear "good," Corey's selfishness leads to bad outcomes such as his 

being pressed with great stone slabs and his death. Here again, one of Miller's 

characters is not strictly a protagonist or an antagonist. Giles' characterization challenges 

the binary of individual versus community. is evident 

by £'Tf"'>.CH:n·f"'\. 1 nrr about his social 

when he attempts to 

which leads to her 

demise. Then in play, to deviate from communal norms remaining 

have 

even the 

IS 

1m·n1'\1"1°<:l1''\t' is 

setup of 

own torturous had 

to save 

"" 1 ""c<P.l'f° implicated 

~"'~1 ... ':ll""' .... ""'"C< points out 

and is ct"Al()'t".0,/"1 

is not to say that some 1nrh'H11 r1nF)j•c cannot mature to 

not grow, and mature as a 

actions upon 

selfishness, a see~m1ngJlY 

bad, but 

first place. 

that 

more 

act out of 

as or 
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Confession and Accusation 

In this chapter I will argue that what motivates characters to lie or be honest is the 

desire for self preservation in a very strict and harsh society, but doing so these 

individuals lose something of value and are incapable of maintaining the authorities' 

approval. Ironically, some 

truth in Miller's play. As far as 

lies are what bring about forgiveness and 

acts of confession and accusation are "r.1"'""''T"n"'n 

those who 

evolve. Moss addresses this his work Arthur Miller: 

constructing forgiveness, Miller places 

insidious role played by 

'·"'·"''-'"IJ'-A"-L'"'""'"''"'-' .. "- nr.1ll.TP117P1" to 

innocent 

Certain 

to r,.,._,nr ....... 

illuminate 

attempt to 

to 

c01ne~;s1cm as a way to 

........................... is a 

Itwould an 

..... .aT'nra.:•..-. the 

are not willing to 

accuse so 

to 

acts 

people 

affair 
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with John Proctor, Abby worked in the Proctors' home. At that time her reputation in the 

town, the viewer assumes, was not tainted by any sinfulness especially since she is the 

of Reverend Elizabeth put Abby out as soon as she learned of John's 

relationship with her and rumors quickly followed. This is evident when the play """"n'1 n° 

and questions why Abby was 

is truly white (Miller 9). 

witchcraft to save """"..,.'~"" 1 ·r 

...... UJ.._,., ....... L"" error (Miller 16). 

Abigail 

VllA.1 ..... !v.ll'V.U .• as so 

advantages are presented to 

to n".lr'"~ .... ,, .. 

her ... """''~1-tf'>.-t1r•n 

crowd parts 

play oroigre~sse:s. 

hold its....-.~ ............ ~ .. ,, 

she runs away to Boston. 

affair is that her reputation, along with 

gia11ce. Abigail to of 

..... T~1'"""·""'""'"'"1" is a 

... ...... A ..... ..., ..... u,. discuss 

'"Abigail acts out 

to 

Abby is now 

so, she 
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In contrast to characters like Abigail Williams, there are more dynamic characters 

who do not condone the act of confession for pretend crimes because they value their 

sense of morality and ethical goodness, which is also socially derived. At the beginning 

of act II, Goody Proctor husband to go in to town and confess publicly by 

explaining that Abby told him did not cast spells in woods in order to provide the 

true motive for Abby's In contrast, has a valid of Abby's for 

accusation and 

one time has hl1tza1oetn 

save 

something 

court she 

woman as 

her 

past It is not 

of him, are evident. 

Abigail's soon point 

woman never 

so 

direction. All but 

her husband, to 

is not, as 

accusations, 

though 

about 

move 



Abby and the "afflicted" girls in Salem follow up their confessions with 

accusations two different reasons. One is to justify and solidify their lies, making 

them seem rational. second reason is to redirect blame. example, Abigail, 

Mercy, Mary, etc. all know that to confess to witchcraft is not enough. This is 

because the authorities Salem prompt them to the names of others who 

with so, satisfy desires and implicate 

others. Confessing to a make """"' 1 "'"'r"" 

the 

naming names, the ''afflicted" girls appear to be more willing to purge themselves of 

new targets for blame and 

condemnation. 

What adds to Abigail Williams' status as a static character is the fact that she 

did commit 

against 't"O."f',~C<£l'4'.:' to £"A11''\"f'0.1'1C< uses 

play accuses 

women 

the specter 

(Miller 110). 

by implicating Mary a 

confession, time John Proctor's, with an accusation. scenario Abby is not 



only attempting to win the admiration of the court, but also John Proctor's. This is her 

last effort to win him over and to free him of his bond to his wife, Elizabeth. 
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Mary Warren follows in Abby's footsteps. She previously stated to John Proctor 

that she cannot tell the court about the girls' pretense because she Abigail Williams. 

As soon as Mary Warren to accuse Abby of lying, Williams girl threatens 

her by pretending Mary's spirit is loose in the courtroom. Abby blame to 

someone Tn,::l•"l"'At'\"U lr•=-Antnn .... .., ... ,...,.., ...... safe. Mary Warren also '1"'3r1i·ff',::l•l'>t'C'.' she 

man" (Miller 113). 

man guilty' 1'"A"l'ftTfi•'1'"i'L"L' other 

away herself Abby's accusation ag~urnst 

to Proctor. 

Ironically, Abby's rl1 etC'PYl!'\hl·i-nn has resulted the t-m·ru 1 • ... -:'>T11 ••n 

.riae<·t1"AC' most. use 

available to Abigail, is reason why she 

was to own name, 

not 

as a a lies 

in court are what finally her acknowledge truth about her relationship with 
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Proctor. For once, her lies have resulted in the realization of a truth; that any relationship 

she had with John in the past is now non-existent. 

In her article, "Society vs. the Individual ... " Jean Marie Bonnet addresses the act 

of confession as it is used in Miller's play when she writes: 

The necessity of confessing ... means at once something entirely personal, but also 

"''""''l""""'""t·n1
....,"" ......... ..., .......... for it has a value so far as it distinguishes each individual in 

society. tse~nae:s~ it [and] a is the 

of ort11~~.,.., ......... ,o..-.+ as well as a e<n-t··.orrnrn~rl for 

Those opposing it are inevitably encmngermg their 

:i.J.J.., .......... " ... J.VJ.U;A.J.J.L'"-'" falsehood. (36) 

Miller's use 

more dynamic characters. Perhaps ....... r.-.. Tr"'""" 

not 

and .._,,, ...... A.JlAVL 

challenge 

• •[by] 1"P4"'1•£"'t"IT\ n a society 

£"r.:t"l.'tQ•Dl:'.'~l"'\c11'\C are ITUl<l•U,/""n by 

seems to 

the 

to 

his 



left to value. Author Stephen Marino discusses this point in his essay, "Arthur Miller's 

Weight of "when he writes,•• Because of his affair with Abigail and its effect on 

his relationship with Elizabeth, Christian character, his soul and his conscience, he 

man like Corey or saint 

Proctor learns that Salem's magistrates are not to respected and 

a less .,...,.,,,.,"~""'""' more 

much. In the 

is 

lies 

Danforth' s, 

must count "'"1'1'"' 0
"'

17 

and 

is 

authorities. 

is at 

.... +-t-.,·h,..-.11,-,. ... ,..,.,·u•e>1"ri it 

sees 

is his name and 

no 

as a 

Rebecca" (184). 

is not 

it to 

to 

as 

the 
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will not tum out to be of the same character, and he lets the news that there are Judges 

Salem roll off his back like water. Ultimately, it takes John's confession to the crime of 

witchcraft for him to fully comprehend how .lU • .l.J..111.-.l'"-'"'.::> the officials' injustices are. When 

prompted, to accuse others In doing so, he finds a security in 

himself and his identity that did not 

for 

to meet 

doe not 

While some characters accuse 

accuse 

own 

court to his affair calls Abby a 

""""1:-.......... "'. one that authorities 

initial ,.,.n,,.,-i-"""~"' 1 n'" to the 

"""'"<...i>vii..,,._._..,....., n~·rr.o.,,...... by 

it 

of 

him to""'""'-"""'""" that 

on 

is 

Proctor says; 

to 

content to 

to 

be 

no 
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How do you call heaven! Whore! Whore! .. .I have known her, sir. I have known 

her ... I have made a bell of my honor! I have rung the doom of my good name

you will believe me, Mr. Danforth! She [Abigail] thinks to dance with me on 

wife's grave! ... My 

(Miller 105) 

Not only is Proctor illuminating a truth about himself and attempting to 

true motives for """'"''"'""'-U ........ innocent court 

citizens, but 

Ironically, 

1mpmcat:mg .... _,L .. ,, .... ..,"" ....... and µ-.,...., .... "..., ... 

rt1c<"'1"arh-t-Abby, 

much as he does Abby, indiscretions. 

play Y.""'1-'JlVll-J 

and trials. Judge Danforth rfA1''\r'l".'.l 1~r1c 

to 

says, not accept it! 

deal 

his 

...., ...... L.. •• ._._,..,\.JLJ.~ is by discrediting 

some 

When 

the play 

you? I will not 

or I cannot 

accusation of Abigail ho,;......,....i-·nl to fl1fl1SeJl!, _.._,.,....,.ll.llJLV.1t••'-.t. accusation 

,,.....,.,..,....,.t-*"' calls Proctor's Ironically, 
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confession a lie when, at this late the trials, it is becoming readily apparent that, 

up to this point, all of the confessions have been false and that he is the one .,....,...,,,v~ .... .," 

ae1nm1as for John although apprehensively, to his own 

sin, thereby accusing hand, Danforth is .... ~ .... u .. u .• , ... ., .... , ..... 

way to to confess 

and accuse in an effort to cover own growing guiltiness and rei:,ro~icnlaOJte """1vv::i•·0 u· ... 11" 

Not long before, .IL.J ............ .._,"'" day's ex<:~cun011s b4~cause it would 

displays to see, 

anyone, 

not able to 
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Public and Private 

In this chapter, I will argue that the only way any characters can even attempt to 

maintain some sense of privacy is by bending to the will of the public. his drama, 

Miller treats public opinion critically and portrays private knowledge as more valuable. 

addresses these topics incessantly throughout his work. As a 

evident wherein private matters repetitively become public ones, requiring certain 

individuals to sacrifice something value. 

According to author Robert are not 

his book, Semiotics Interpretation Robert-~.,,,,. .... , .. ,, 

Through [authors] 

,13""1""r•rT1nrr fi,,,,,'1",.~"'*"'•rl from 

attaining a public subjectivity 

unified 

for the community that is 

to find meaning in this work. 

To begin 

opinion because 

""''r1nA1'"\T in Abigail Williams' r.llf"T~nno 

wants 

respect of the men 

play it is noted Abby, a 

some 

for 

a 

(14) 

play The Crucible, allowing 

play 

rewards such acts. This is particularly 

to use a to 

her the 

Proctor was on 

to kill Goody drank 
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blood, Abby" (Miller 17). Instead of explaining this, she gives the officials names and is 

soon welcomed into the world accusations have landed a 

the most powerful male figures in community, including a judge, a deputy governor, 

and reverends. Many people would be thrilled to be equated with such worthy men, 

a young girl seeking ".lTTt"'nT·1ri.n affection from the opposite sex. Abigail's 

male counterparts inspire newfound eminence lends a hand to 

t"Yl~llP'llOiiP.nT schemes. This l"J>,..,..""',...,T'Jlil',,...,. allows her to re-identify herself 

past have and has 

causes Abby to 

U1TI1~u•tHJ'PTiiP.~~towards~h•7nh.~h has become "'"'"''""""'·1-,,..rt 

,....,,,..&.,;..,·...-net illicitness. by a society that shunned 

opportunity status allows 

women. 

knew what pretense Salem I never lessor1s I was "t"n·n·""" .... 

"""''""''=li°•r•n to 

misleading" (56). that women 

1 days at 

and 

community. 

never 

natural 

Salem, 

public 

it to women. 

even say that v..., ... , .......... ~..., tasks were 
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predominantly completed in the home, they were done privately. Yet, Abigail paves her 

own path, one separate from other women of the times. She attempts to use public 

,-,.n,,,...H,. ... ne< to her personal advantage v""'"''""':>v as a woman she is angered by 

from this sphere. At the same ironically shuns teachings 

exemption 

church and 

state when has affair this instance she not public 

beliefs; however, she comes to love public's has .,.."'"''.,..,.""''"'"a of 

sorts, who uses the public's teaching to her own advantages. It is because of Abigail's 

selfish desires for men's attention that she tries to make a space for herself the public. 

is denied access to the public realm of 

men. 

Through her use of empm1s1s on public opinion and vnrnllTl"'rl fT"' she thinks 

she has gained a sort of social "'"""''''""n'\nf"·•nn and she has broken down the '"'""'....,,"i,,,. ... 

a woman 

won a sort 

is 

men women. Abby 

job to man the 

just a ruse. It is not 

cmnc:menUJmy occurs as soon as 

What Abigail ,., ..... ..., ......... ,JI. .. was a move 

a power by L.U.UC'-"V•..O..U . .l. . .LV .......... ......_ • ...,._, 

lines and 

to 

so, 

As 

has 

and 

was 

private 



feminine role once they have acquired the information they desire. Ironically, Abby's 

attempts to use the public are reversed since the public ends up using her ....... ..., ... ..., ..... , ..... 

7 "' ... ""'T"" Proctor's handling of public and private is also complex. At times in 

the play she seems to value public knowledge, at other private 

much of the play is that 

despite statement 

I am one, 

throughout 

44 

is 

two, 

act I 

sees 

act II town In 
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John often falters under public scrutiny. This is apparent when Reverend Hale, a 

public official of the court, questions Proctors in their own 

of-""""'"'°' ... " the one ,,..,,..,,,.......,,, ....... ,r1 ....... ""'~1- that 

further accentuated when .hUzalt:>etn ~ ... ,......,..,,,,.,.., 

John ni-1-.a,,.....,. .... + .... to 

between the two of us we do know 

.._,,_,_1,4''-'3.L"'1to 

mcrau~s over private truth 

over 

court 

John must "' ... ,,...,,,...,..,., 

again, fallibility is 

"'adultery see sir, 

It is probable knows 

he comments to 

-t-n~·t-.-,,,.,"e<· no crack 

two are more 

aef:me:a it 

public 

as seen in 

truth 

to 
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acknowledging that his private truths are dependent upon public beliefs. At this moment, 

Proctor comes to realize that public and private are not two opposing subjects, but that 

they are linked. It is not so much that Proctor fears publicly admitting his sins to the 

court, or that he is afraid of the public's repercussions. What makes the task at hand so 

daunting is taking something private between Elizabeth and him, and publicizing it. 

They are having enough trouble moving forward as a family without the gossip, slander~ 

and accusation that will surely follow once all of Salem knows about John's 

indiscretions. He is set on getting the court's attention even if this means that he must 

to exist 

separately. Therefore he takes it upon himself to stop the, '' ve11geanc~e that is walking 

Salem" (Miller 74). Proctor believes that when he illuminates "all our old pretense 

is ripped away-make yourpeace ... Peace. It is providence, and no great change; we are 

only we always were, naked now.. naked! icy 

will blow! (Miller 78). His hope is that by publicizing his sins and humility, pretense will 

be and will able to 

maintain his private values. Proctor finally 1"P".lll·tr1'~"''1" 

retain private truth. 

he the public in to 

Many of Miller's protagonists must sacrifices for refusing to appease public 

demands. Rebecca Nurse Martha Corey are hanged will not give the 

public the that they Giles Corey is pressed to death not publicizing the 

name 

so that he could buy up their land. says, "Why, I cannot give you his 

name ... You know well why not! He'll lay jail ifl give you name" (Miller 92). 
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Like these characters John feels forced to choose between giving in to public demands or 

maintain the value he places in private truth. To reiterate, characters who refuse to meet 

public demands must give something up. Rebecca, Martha, and Giles sacrifice their 

lives. John's position at the end of act IV illuminates a problem with the pattern 

private. In reality, characters must realize that to have private truth they must bend to the 

public's will. Miller's antagonists could care less about the fact that to sign his 

confession, which will be publicly displayed, means that Proctor is making a private 

name to public which entails giving his reputation 

in the town and his personal moral goodness. However, Proctor's name is not distinctly a 

personal possession. It acts as a record marking the events of his life Salem's 

community. Thus his name on this document also discredits the public, church 

and state are institutions that color of right and and 

bad, moral and immoral. This demeans church's ability to raise religiously sound 

""'""''"'"''°'"'"""""" the act of ~ 1 ·'"friuitn 

private character, as well as a stain on public's reputation. Yet even 

reconciles public and private truths about witchcraft and his name he 

just as Danforth is unsatisfied with Proctor's signed confession. John is hanged and 

Danforth is left bewildered because public demands on private individuals are never 

ceasing. Therefore public and private are linked because there is no end to their reliance 

upon each other. 

Earlier in the play, Elizabeth is chastised by her husband for dwelling on an affair 

that ended seven months ago. John says to her, ''Learn charity, woman!. .. Let you 
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sometime look for the goodness in me, and judge me not" (Miller 52-53). He is tired of 

her ridicule and her lack of forgiveness. At the end of the play, she is called upon by 

public officials to coerce John into confessing. Before Proctor even enters this scene, it is 

obvious that she has forgiven John when she replies by saying that she will talk with him 

hut not necessarily try to convince Goody Proctor states, "Let me speak with him, 

Excellency ... I promise nothing. Let me speak with him" (Miller 127). Here, Elizabeth 

inadvertently reveals that her private relationship cannot be severed from public 

judgments. Despite her words to John, it seems Elizabeth wants him to live just as the 

public officials do. Yet she repeatedly answers his queries about confessing by stating 

that she cannot judge him: "There be no higher judge under heaven than Proctor is! .. .I 

never knew such goodness all the world" (Miller 132). It would be '"'""""<"'""1114
LOT'll easy for 

Goody Proctor to request that John save his life the way that Salem's public 

have. But that act would be one more instance 

what she would have him do. She thinks she ignores public pressure, as well as her own 

private desires, by allowing John to own decision about his ""'..,,.., .. u,....,...,..,. But in a 

way, she is perpetuating the public n'f'''"""-..'.:i~ of forgiveness as an act that will 

personal desires. At the same time she is performing her socially taught role as a 

supportive wife. She believes John is capable of finding a peace that will allow him to 

live. Furthermore, Elizabeth thinks that his decision is something no one should take 

away from him, not the highest of Salem's public authorities or the closest of his private 

family. What Elizabeth fails to 1s her best efforts to eliminate public and 

private demands on John are impossible and this is why no matter what choice he makes, 

John must sacrifice something he values by choosing between his name and his life. 
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History and Entertainment 

When people put their faith in moral absolutisms they do so in an attempt to 

secure their own positions within their culture and any attempt to make the absolutes 

fixed undermines the potential they have to change over time. Therefore, a problematic 

aspect arises when truth and lies, good and bad, confession and accusation, and public 

and private are treated as absolutes with fixed and opposing definitions. The same is true 

of the classifications of Miller's play, The Crucible, as either historical or entertaining. 

As E. Miller Burdick states in his essay, "History and Other Spectres in Arthur 

Miller's The Crucible," "Miller is making a statement about the relationship between 

objective fact and subjective fiction, or rather, about the existence of subjective fact in 

objective fiction and vice versa ... the lesson is what can happen when individuals forget 

the limits of their own optical and moral senses ... the subjectivity which ever colours our 

person firmly believes in fixed morality, not only because nothing ever is absolute, but 

also because to believe in is harmfol. This is to that absolutes are 

restrictive and do not allow for changes and shifts in ideology. What adds to the tragic 

nature of this play are the many murders of innocent people, which are the results of 

beliefs moral absolutism more than they are the results of authoritarian corruption. 

Interestingly, the problematical aspect of absolutes also applies to the 

characteristics of Miller's work as a dramatic play to be performed on stage. This is 

because neither the author's intentions nor the audience's perceptions can be fixed 

absolutes, since they are inextricably bound up in one another. Burdick continues by 

discussing the nature of the genre of this work as a play when writes, ''Miller's play, 

a 
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as a play, enforces our awareness of the fiction. It insists that life (i.e. history) and 

literature are both specters of consciousness, ours or someone else's, projection of the 

imagination" (112). In other words, Miller gives his play life and meaning for the 

audience to absorb. Meanwhile his viewers shed their own light on his work by 

interpreting his meaning based upon their own perceptions and experiences. 

An important factor to keep in mind is that Miller's play is not a history. He 

clearly states in his "A Note On The Historical Accuracy Of This Play," ''This play is not 

history in the sense in which the word is used by the academic historian ... However, I 

believe that the essential nature of one of the strangest and 

most awful chapters in human history" (Miller iv). The playwright is emphasizing that 

the importance of his play lies neither what is accurate, nor in what he took literary 

license to change; Miller's desire is for his viewer to appreciate that, despite the changes 

has made, the events of Salem in were in nature. 
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Hathorne, and reducing the number of afflicted girls. Conversely, some changes he is 

less forthcoming with, such as the change he has made to John Proctor's age (Martine 

60). By lowering John Proctor's age and raising Abigail Williams', he has actually lost 

some of the lurid aspects that may have drawn the audience's attention. As an author, 

impart his 

intended lesson. His alterations detract from the historical nature of Salem's witch hunts 

as actual crimes committed u.~'"'A:.u.,~" mLm1.;am1tv therefore undermining political 

nature of his work. At the same he tries to catch the audience's attention by adding 

Salem. """'
1
'""" ... , ..... "" his focus on adding ... -u ......... u ..... "....,",...,".1..1. 

takes away from the historical relevance and intrigue that his play attempts to reveal. 

Of equal importance is the that Miller's play is not In 

fact, the entertainment value embedded within Miller's drama is merely a ploy, a baited 

of sorts. By an U.J.U.U.uUL'--'-F, 

pastime. In this case though, play denser, as evident in Miller's 01""''"'n'\"..-~ to gain his 

...._ ....... ..., .. i ..... ...,.li through use Why does Miller create a 

sultry affair between Williams and Perhaps the answer is more 

think. The best way to a,.xx:•.rrL1f)f1.1..,.u. his objective is by ..... "'""·"'""' ..... ·""·""1"-> somewhat 

topics and events, such as sex, puritanical capital punishment, and torture his 

This is a twofold attractiveness, 

second between the audience and Once the viewer, who is mesmerized by the 

elements, the bait they are soon to author's messalge. 

Burdick discusses that history lends the stage for several reasons. One of the 

reasons he offers is, '''History is not simply a device which Miller employs order to 
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escape the unmediated closeness of contemporary issues. Rather it is a fully developed 

subject within the play itself. For history is for Miller precisely what enables us to resist 

the demon of moral absolutism" (96). other words, Miller presents history in his play 

because it allows room for the analysis of seemingly past and historical issues. The guise 

of the play is that it is a form entertainment; the guise of its setting, ...., ....... - ........ 1692, is that 

the issues presented are not contemporary ones. In fact though, the play is illusively 

keeping the audience's attention as a movie would, while at the same addressing an 

issue that spans the past and even today. 

The connection between ""'1 J:'lt'Ain'.T and entertainment, and between audience and 

the play, allows the audience to independent thoughts about social 1must1ces. 

has developed a plot with a 

tragic ending, and enhanced the setting of his historical model in an effort to connect his 

his between ..,.,~,,.,,,,.,.,. .. 

further undermines the false belief and perpetuation of, fixed absolutes. 
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